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What Would you do for a complete stranger?



How far would you go to help a complete stranger? 

‘Do Me a Favor’ is the new fresh, funny and cheeky ambush game show where two contestants go head-to-head to 

win cash prizes!

In every episode two contestants will take to the streets turns and convince complete strangers to do them a favor 
in the least amount of time! They will choose one out of 15 pre-selected favors from a bag. Each contestant has 10 
minutes to complete as many favors as possible – the contestant who runs out of time first, loses the game! They 
must ask passers-by to help them with crazy tasks, from stopping traffic by dancing ballet to hailing a cab with your 
hands tied! All their hopes lie with complete strangers! 

Once the 1st player has completed a favor, their clock will stop counting down, and the 2nd participant’s clock will 
start counting down as he begins his turn. 

The participants can ask, beg, compliment or bribe to get their way! Each contestant is given $250 to help them 
persuade strangers to help! In addition to the cash prize, they will also get to keep their ‘bribe’ money – or what’s 
left of it! 

The contestant who doesn’t run out of time will automatically win $250, as well as what is left of their ‘bribe’ money. 
But to win the cash prize of $1,000 they will need to complete one last favor. The catch? For the final favor, the 
potential winner must complete the task himself! And the loser will pick the task – whether making him wax his 
own legs or shave his own eyebrows. 

A game show where you don’t have to be a trivia master, just a master of persuasion! 
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